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54.1  INTRODUCTION

The Direct Memory Access Controller (DMA) is designed to service high-data-throughput
peripherals operating on the SFR bus, allowing them to access data memory directly and
eliminating the need for CPU-intensive management. By allowing these data-intensive
peripherals to share their own data path, the main data bus is also off-loaded, resulting in
additional power savings.

The DMA Controller has these features:

• Multiple independent and independently-programmable channels

• Concurrent operation with the CPU (no DMA-caused wait states)

• DMA bus arbitration

• Five Programmable address modes

• Four Programmable transfer modes

• Four Flexible internal data transfer modes

• Byte or word support for data transfer

• 16-bit source and destination address register for each channel, dynamically updated and 
reloadable

• 16-bit transaction count register, dynamically updated and reloadable

• Upper and lower address limit registers

• Counter half-full level interrupt

• Software-triggered transfer

• Null-write mode for symmetric buffer operations

54.1.1 Organization

Conceptually, the DMA Controller functions both as a peripheral and a direct extension of the
CPU. It is located on the microcontroller data bus between the CPU and DMA-enabled
peripherals, with direct access to SRAM (Figure 54-1). This partitions the SFR bus into two
buses, allowing the DMA Controller access to the DMA-capable peripherals located on the new
DMA SFR bus. This also lowers bus loading for less power consumption per access.

The controller serves as a master device on the DMA SFR bus, controlling data flow from
DMA-capable peripherals. It also monitors CPU instruction processing directly, allowing it to be
aware of when the CPU requires access to peripherals on the DMA bus, and automatically
relinquishing control to the CPU as needed. When the CPU is servicing peripherals that are not
on the DMA bus, the DMA controller is free to service peripherals on the DMA bus while the CPU
is performing its operations. In this way, the effective bandwidth for handling data is increased;
at the same time, DMA operations can proceed without causing a processor stall. When the CPU
and DMA is accessing the SFR , the CPU gets priority over the DMA and the DMA will have to
wait to access the SFR till the CPU completes the task. Because of its direct monitoring of CPU
execution, the DMA controller is essentially transparent to the user.
DS39742B-page 54-2 © 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc.
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Figure 54-1: DMA Functional Block Diagram

The DMA Controller itself is composed of multiple independent DMA channel controllers, or
simply channels (Figure 54-2). Each channel can be independently programmed to transfer data
between different areas of the data RAM, move data between single or multiple addresses, use
a wide range of hardware triggers to initiate transfers, and conduct programmed transactions
once or many times. Multiple channels may even be programmed to work together, in order to
carry out more complex data transfers without CPU intervention.The number of channels present
depends on the specific device family; refer to the device data sheet for more information.

The top-level Controller sets the boundary addresses for all DMA operations, regardless of the
channel. It also arbitrates data bus access between the channels based on a user-selectable
priority scheme, and determines how DMA will operate in power-saving modes.

Figure 54-2: DMA Functional Block Diagram
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54.2  REGISTERS

The DMA Controller uses a number of registers to control its operation. The number of registers
depends on the number of channels implemented for a particular device. 

There are always four module-level registers (one control and three buffer/address):

• DMACON: DMA Engine Control Register

• DMAH and DMAL: High and Low Address Limit Registers

• DMABUF: DMA Data Buffer

Each of the DMA channels implements five registers (two control and three buffer/address):

• DMACHn: DMA Channel n Control Register

• DMAINTn: DMA Channel n Interrupt Control Register

• DMASRCn: Data Source Address Pointer for Channel n

• DMADSTn: Data Destination Source for Channel n

• DMACNTn: Transaction Counter for Channel n

For a complete implementation of the DMA Controller with 16 channels, there are a total of 84
registers. In the simplest case of one channel, there are nine. All registers are mapped in the data
memory space, and can be read or written to directly.

54.2.1 Module Registers

The DMACON register (Register 54-1) controls overall operation of the DMA engine. Aside from
turning the controller on, this register determines the priority scheme for scanning DMA channels.

The DMAH and DMAL registers store the 16-bit address of the upper and lower address
boundaries for all DMA operations (both read and write). Exceeding these boundaries will cause
a DMA Address Limit interrupt. 

The DMABUF register is a 16-bit buffer for data being moved between addresses in a DMA
operation. All data being transferred passes through DMABUF.

54.2.2 Channel Registers

The DMACHn and DMAINTn registers (Register 54-2 and Register 54-3) control the operations of
each DMA channel. DMACHn enables the individual channels and configures the mode of data
transfer. DMAINTn selects the peripheral module that is the source or destination for data,
determines the configuration of DMA event interrupts for the channel, and contains the event
interrupt flags. One DMACHn register and one DMAINTn register is provided for each implemented
channel.

The DMASRCn and DMADSTn registers serve as 16-bit Address Pointers for the source and
destination of the data to be moved. In some data transfer modes, they may also serve as an
address offset for indirect addressing, or the base address for a range of addresses.

The DMACNTn register tracks either the number of individual data transfers (words or bytes,
depending on the mode) to be moved during a DMA transaction, or the number of DMA triggers
per transaction. It functions as a countdown register; that is, each transfer decrements its value,
with operations continuing until the value reaches 0000h. Its Reset value on device Reset or
channel re-initialization is 0001h.

One of each register (DMASRC, DMADST and DMACNT) is implemented for each channel.

Note: During a DMA operation, if the DMA is disabled by clearing the DMAEN (DMA-
CON<DMAEN> = 0), it is recommended to clear all the used DMA channels before
enabling the DMA again (DMACON<DMAEN> = 1).
DS39742B-page 54-4 © 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc.
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Register 54-1: DMACON: DMA Engine Control Register

R/W-0 U-0 U-0 U-0 U-0 U-0 U-0 U-0

DMAEN — — — — — — —

bit 15 bit 8

U-0 U-0 U-0 U-0 U-0 U-0 U-0 R/W-0

— — — — — — — PRSSEL

bit 7 bit 0

Legend:

R = Readable bit W = Writable bit U = Unimplemented bit, read as ‘0’

-n = Value at POR ‘1’ = Bit is set ‘0’ = Bit is cleared x = Bit is unknown

bit 15 DMAEN: DMA Module Enable bit

1 = Enables module
0 = Disables module and terminates all active DMA operation(s)

bit 14-1 Unimplemented: Read as ‘0’

bit 0 PRSSEL: Channel Priority Scheme Selection bit

1 = Round-robin scheme
0 = Fixed priority scheme
© 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc. DS39742B-page 54-5
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Register 54-2: DMACHn: DMA CHannel n Control Register

U-0 U-0 U-0 r-0 U-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0

— — — r — NULLW RELOAD(1) CHREQ(3)

bit 15 bit 8

R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0

SAMODE1 SAMODE0 DAMODE1 DAMODE0 TRMODE1 TRMODE0 SIZE CHEN

bit 7 bit 0

Legend:

R = Readable bit W = Writable bit U = Unimplemented bit, read as ‘0’

-n = Value at POR ‘1’ = Bit is set ‘0’ = Bit is cleared x = Bit is unknown

bit 15-13 Unimplemented: Read as ‘0’

bit 12 Reserved: Maintain as ‘0’

bit 11 Unimplemented: Read as ‘0’

bit 10 NULLW: Null Write Mode bit

1 = A dummy write is initiated to DMASRC for every write to DMADST
0 = No dummy write is initiated

bit 9 RELOAD: Address and Count Reload bit(1)

1 = DMASRC, DMADST and DMACNT registers are reloaded to their previous values upon the start
of the next operation

0 = DMASRC, DMADST and DMACNT are not reloaded on the start of the next operation(2)

bit 8 CHREQ: DMA Channel Software Request bit(3)

1 = A DMA request is initiated by software; automatically cleared upon completion of a DMA transfer
0 = No DMA request is pending

bit 7-6 SAMODE<1:0>: Source Address Mode Selection bits

11 = DMASRC is used in Peripheral Indirect Addressing and remains unchanged
10 = DMASRC is decremented based on SIZE bit after a transfer completion
01 = DMASRC is incremented based on SIZE bit after a transfer completion
00 = DMASRC remains unchanged after a transfer completion

bit 5-4 DAMODE<1:0>: Destination Address Mode Selection bits

11 = DMADST is used in Peripheral Indirect Addressing and remains unchanged
10 = DMADST is decremented based on SIZE bit after a transfer completion
01 = DMADST is incremented based on SIZE bit after a transfer completion
00 = DMADST remains unchanged after a transfer completion

bit 3-2 TRMODE<1:0>: Transfer Mode Selection bits

11 = Repeated Continuous
10 = Continuous
01 = Repeated One-Shot
00 = One-Shot

bit 1 SIZE: Data Size Selection bit

1 = Byte (8-bit)
0 = Word (16-bit)

bit 0 CHEN: DMA Channel Enable bit

1 = The corresponding channel is enabled
0 = The corresponding channel is disabled

Note 1: Only the original DMACNT is required to be stored to recover the original DMASRC and DMADST.

2: DMASRC, DMADST and DMACNT are always reloaded in Repeated mode transfers (DMACHn<2> = 1), 
regardless of the state of the RELOAD bit.

3: The number of transfers executed while CHREQ is set depends on the configuration of TRMODE<1:0>.
DS39742B-page 54-6 © 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc.
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Register 54-3: DMAINTn: DMA Channel n Interrupt Control Register

R-0 U-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0

DBUFWF(1) — CHSEL5 CHSEL4 CHSEL3 CHSEL2 CHSEL1 CHSEL0

bit 15 bit 8

R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 U-0 U-0 R/W-0

HIGHIF(1,2) LOWIF(1,2) DONEIF(1) HALFIF(1) OVRUNIF(1) — — HALFEN

bit 7 bit 0

Legend:

R = Readable bit W = Writable bit U = Unimplemented bit, read as ‘0’

-n = Value at POR ‘1’ = Bit is set ‘0’ = Bit is cleared x = Bit is unknown

bit 15 DBUFWF: Buffered Data Write Flag bit(1)

1 = The content of the DMA buffer has not been written to the location specified in DMADST, or
DMASRC in Null Write mode

0 = The content of the DMA buffer has been written to the location specified in DMADST, or DMASRC
in Null Write mode

bit 14 Unimplemented: Read as ‘0’

bit 13-8 CHSEL<5:0>: DMA Channel Trigger Selection bits

These bits select one of 64 possible DMA triggers to be connected to the channel’s input. Generally,
these are the device-level interrupts; the list of triggers corresponds to the reverse-order natural-priority
interrupt list. Refer to the specific device data sheet for the mapping of bit values to peripherals.

bit 7 HIGHIF: DMA High Address Limit Interrupt Flag bit (1,2)

1 = The DMA channel has attempted to access an address higher than DMAH, or the upper limit of
the data RAM space.

0 = The DMA channel has not invoked the high address limit interrupt.

bit 6 LOWIF: DMA Low Address Limit Interrupt Flag bit (1,2)

1 = The DMA channel has attempted to access the DMA SFR address lower than DMAL, but above
the SFR range (07FFh)

0 = The DMA channel has not invoked the low address limit interrupt

bit 5 DONEIF: DMA Complete Operation Interrupt Flag bit(1)

If CHEN = 1:

1 = The previous DMA session has ended with completion
0 = The current DMA session has not yet completed
If CHEN = 0:

1 = The previous DMA session has ended with completion
0 = The previous DMA session has ended without completion

bit 4 HALFIF: DMA 50% Water Mark Level Interrupt Flag bit(1)

1 = DMACNT has reached the halfway point to 0000h
0 = DMACNT has not reached the halfway point

bit 3 OVRUNIF: DMA Channel Overrun Flag bit(1)

1 = The DMA channel is triggered while it is still completing the operation based the previous trigger
0 = The overrun condition has not occurred

bit 2-1 Unimplemented: Read as ‘0’

bit 0 HALFEN: Halfway Completion Water Mark bit

1 = Interrupts are invoked when DMACNT has reached its halfway point and at completion
0 = An interrupt is invoked only at the completion of the transfer

Note 1: Setting these flags in software does not generate an interrupt.

2: Testing for address limit violations (DMASRC or DMADST is either greater than DMAH or less than 
DMAL) is NOT done before the actual access.
© 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc. DS39742B-page 54-7
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54.3  DATA TRANSFERS OPTIONS

The DMA controller transfers data from a source address (DMASRCn) to a destination address
(DMADSTn) upon the receipt of a hardware trigger. The transfer occurs as a two-step process:
a read from a transfer of data from the source address to the DMA buffer DMABUF, followed
immediately by a write from DMABUF to the destination address. The controller then determines
if the operation on this channel has been completed. The active DMA channel may assert an
interrupt to indicate the end of a transfer, and/or the status of a transfer in progress.

Each channel of the DMA controller can be independently programmed to move data between
the data RAM and peripherals (i.e., the SFR area), between peripherals, or between areas of
data RAM. Transactions can be single occurrences, repeated single occurrences, or continuous,
based on an event trigger and/or the channel transaction counter. The source and destination
address registers can be independently programmed to increment, decrement, or remain
unchanged during transactions.

54.3.1 Data Size

The DMA controller can handle both byte and word (16-bit) transactions. Each DMA channel is
individually configurable for the data size to be used with the SIZE bit (DMACHn<1>). By default
(SIZE = 0), the channel is configured for word-size transactions.

Since the PIC24 data RAM address space is both word-oriented and byte-addressable, byte
transfers are accommodated through bit 0 of the address; when bit 0 is ‘0’, the lower byte is
addressed, while the upper byte is addressed when bit 0 is ‘1’. 

By default, DMASRCn and DMADSTn maintain bit 0 as ‘0’ to maintain word-aligned addresses,
and increment address from bit 1. When the byte data size is selected (SIZE = 1), DMASRCn
and DMADSTn are incremented or decremented through bit 0.

DMACNTn is also decremented by 1 through bit 0, regardless of the data size. When DMACNTn
is being used to track the number of transfers, the SIZE bit also indicates whether bytes or words
are being counted.

54.3.2 Trigger Sources

Each DMA channel can select from up to 64 hardware triggers to initiate a DMA transfer. The
trigger sources are generally the device-level interrupts from peripheral modules, as well as the
external interrupts and interrupt-on-change sources. The CHSEL<5:0> bits (DMAINn<13:8>)
select which interrupt (and thus module) is used as a trigger for a particular DMA channel. Refer
to the specific device data sheet for a specific list of available triggers. The CHSEL bits may
changed at any time, in order to select another module to service. However, it is not
recommended to make a change while the associated DMA channel is in operation.

A DMA channel can be configured to service any memory-mapped peripheral, regardless of the
trigger’s origin. This is because the trigger (interrupt) source is independent of the DMA Source
and Destination addresses. For example, a DMA channel configured to respond to the INT0
interrupt could be used to move data into or out of a UART FIFO. In most cases, it makes more
sense to use a peripheral’s own interrupt before performing a data transfer. However, there are
also many cases where it is desirable to use one peripheral interrupt to perform a DMA operation
on another peripheral—perhaps even another DMA channel. Examples of such operations are
provided in Section 54.6 “Examples of DMA Operations”.

In addition, a DMA channel may be triggered in software by setting the CHREQ bit
(DMACHn<8>). This allows for an application to use the DMA controller to move data directly,
without having to wait for a hardware interrupt. CHREQ is also set when a hardware trigger
occurs.
DS39742B-page 54-8 © 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc.
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54.3.3 Types of Data Transfers

All DMA transactions occur solely within the data RAM address space. In the least-restricted
case, all data RAM addresses are available to the DMA controller; this includes the entire SFR
space, and (by extension) all peripherals. As defined by the source and destination, there are
four types of DMA data transfer (Figure 54-3.):

• Peripheral to Memory (Receive)

• Memory to Peripheral (Transmit)

• Memory to Memory

• Peripheral to Peripheral

Figure 54-3: Types of DMA Data Transfers
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54.3.3.1 PERIPHERAL TO MEMORY (RECEIVE)

If a source address register is programmed with an SFR address while the destination register
contains a data RAM address, the controller will read from the peripheral module being serviced
and write the retrieved data content to the specified location in data RAM. This access variable
is most suitable for the peripheral modules configured to receive data, such as a UART or SPI
module. 

54.3.3.2 MEMORY TO PERIPHERAL (TRANSMIT)

If the source address register is programmed with a data RAM address and the destination
address register contains a peripheral (SFR) address, the controller is forced to read from the
RAM and write to the SFR when triggered. This makes this type of data flow most suitable to
support the peripheral modules configured to transmit data, such as a serial communication
module.

54.3.3.3 PERIPHERAL TO PERIPHERAL

Data can also be moved between two peripherals by programming the selected pair of source
and destination address registers with the SFR addresses of the data buffers for the peripherals.
In this case, data RAM memory bandwidth is not required.

54.3.3.4 MEMORY TO MEMORY

If data relocation within RAM is required, the source and destination address registers for any
channel can simply be programmed with the desired RAM memory locations. Obviously, this type
of access does not require access to any peripheral; however, the trigger from any of the
peripherals can be used to initiate the transfer.

54.3.3.5 DMAH AND DMAL REGISTERS

While the 16-bit DMASRC and DMADST registers allow access to the entire data RAM space,
there may be circumstances where it is desirable to limit DMA operations to a much narrower
range. This may be required for many reasons; for example, to protect program variables or a
software stack.

The DMAH and DMAL registers allow the user to set the upper and lower address limits for DMA
operations in the data RAM space above the SFR space (i.e., addresses greater than 0800h).
All DMA channels are restricted to the address range set by DMAH and DMAL. Any DMA
operations that attempt to access addresses above DMAH will cause a DMAH interrupt and
terminate the transaction in progress. Similarly, operations that attempt to access below DMAL,
but above the end of SFR space (i.e., between 0800h and DMAL) will cause a DMAL interrupt
and terminate the transaction in progress.

54.3.3.6 BUFFER DATA WRITE BIT

The DBUFWF bit (DMAINTn<15>) indicates whether buffered data in DMABUF has been stored
into the specified destination location. It serves as a protection against data loss due to
unexpected termination of the active DMA operation. For example, if the user decides to stop the
DMA operation that happens to be between load and store, the buffered data in DMABUF will not
reach its destination. The user can examine this bit to see if the buffered data still needs to be
stored at the specified destination location. 

Table 54-1 summarizes the behavior of DBUFWF in various modes of operation.

Table 54-1: Interpretation of the DBUFWF Bit Status

DBUFWF 
Status

Operation Status

Repeated One Shot Repeated Continuous Null Write

1 After Loading DMABUF

0 After Writing to [DMADST] After Writing to 
[DMASRC]
DS39742B-page 54-10 © 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc.
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54.3.4 Data Transfer Modes

Data transfers are also defined by how the transaction is structured: the number of data transfers
that can occur per trigger event, how events are counted, and if the event repeats. The DMA
controller defines four transfer modes, which encompass all of these features:

• One-Shot 

• Repeated One-Shot

• Continuous

• Repeated Continuous

The transfer mode is defined by the TRMODE bits (DMACHn<3:2>). In addition, the RELOAD bit
(DMACHn<15>) can modify the behavior of some modes.

54.3.4.1 COMMON TRANSFER MODE SEQUENCE

Regardless of the transfer mode, all DMA transfers follow the same basic sequence:

1. Upon the receipt of a DMA trigger or the setting of the CHREQ bit (DMACHn<8>), data is
loaded into DMABUF from the location addressed by DMASRC, then stored in the
location addressed by DMADST.

2. Following the transaction, DMASRC and DMADST are updated appropriately; one or
both may be incremented or decremented, depending on the channel’s configuration
(see Section 54.3.5 “Addressing Modes” for additional information). At the same time,
DMACNT is decremented by one.

3. The module tests for any DMA interrupt conditions. If an interrupt condition has occurred,
the DMAINT register flags are updated accordingly:

a) If a DMA interrupt has occurred, all modes continue to step 4.

b) If an interrupt has not occurred, all modes return to step 1. In One Shot mode, the
controller waits for the next trigger. In Continuous mode, the controller repeats the
cycle continuously until a DMA interrupt occurs.

4. If DMACNT has decremented to zero:

a) The values of DMASRC, DMADST and DMACNT are reloaded and the sequence
repeats from step 1 (all Repeated modes). 

b) The CHEN bit (DMACHn<0>) is cleared and the channel is disabled (One Shot and
Continuous modes).

5. If DMACNT has not decremented to zero, the controller checks for a memory address
boundary violation of DMAL or DMAH:

a) If one of the boundaries has been crossed, the CHEN bit is cleared and the channel
is disabled.

b) If there is no boundary violation, the controller returns to step 1. For both One Shot
modes, the controller waits for the next trigger. For both Continuous modes, the
controller proceeds to performing the next data transfer.

The four data transfer modes differ in the number of data transfers than can take place with a
single trigger, and how the DMACNT register behaves. The common logic flow for all data
transfer modes is illustrated in the flow chart in Figure 54-4. The differences between the modes
are summarized in Table 54-2.

Table 54-2: Comparison of DMA Data Transfer Modes

Transfer Mode
Transfers per 

Trigger

DMACNT Behavior

Decrements on at 0000h

One-Shot Single Trigger Disable channel

Repeated One-Shot Transfer Reload and repeat

Continuous Multiple Trigger Disable channel

Repeated Continuous Transfer Reload and repeat
© 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc. DS39742B-page 54-11
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Figure 54-4: Common Logic Flow for Data Transfer Modes
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54.3.4.2 ONE-SHOT MODE

In One-Shot mode (TRMODE<1:0> = 00), a single transfer (from DMASRCn to DMADSTn) is
performed for each trigger event. By default, the Reset value of DMACNTn is 0001h. When a
single One-Shot transfer occurs, DMACNTn is decremented to 0000h; this disables the channel,
and requires the channel to be re-enabled to perform the next transaction. Of course, it is also
possible to store a larger value in DMACNTn, and then conduct a defined number of One-Shot
transfers.

Example 54-1 shows a typical code sequence for a One-Shot transfer.

Example 54-1: Code for One Shot-Transfer (Memory to Memory)

unsigned short int Array1[100];
unsigned short int Array2[100];
int i;
int main()
{

for (i=0;i<100;i++)
{

Array1[i]=i+1; //fill with i+1
Array2[i]=0; //fill with 0

}

DMACONbits.DMAEN=1;
DMACONbits.PRSSEL=1;
DMAH=0x5000; //set lower and upper address limit
DMAL=0x850;
DMASRC0=(unsigned short int)& Array1; //load the source address
DMADST0=(unsigned short int)& Array2; //load destination address
DMACNT0=4; //Four Transfer to be done
DMACH0=0;
DMACH0bits.SAMODE=1; //Source address increment mode
DMACH0bits.DAMODE=1;    //Destination address increment mode
DMACH0bits.TRMODE=0;    //One-Shot Transfer mode 
DMACH0bits.CHEN=1; //Enable channel

IFS0bits.DMA0IF=0;
DMACH0bits.CHREQ=1; //First trigger
while(DMACH0bits.CHREQ);

DMACH0bits.CHREQ=1; //Second trigger
while(DMACH0bits.CHREQ);

DMACH0bits.CHREQ=1; //Third trigger 
while(DMACH0bits.CHREQ); //HALFIF=1 since DMACNT is 

//at halfway point

DMACH0bits.CHREQ=1; //Fourth trigger DMACNT=0 
//and transfer complete

while(DMACH0bits.CHREQ);

while(!IFS0bits.DMA0IF); //Transfer Complete 
//DMA0IF=1 ,DONEIF=1, CHEN=0;

IFS0bits.DMA0IF=0;
while(1);

}
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54.3.4.3 REPEATED ONE-SHOT MODE

In Repeated One-Shot mode (TRMODE<1:0> = 01), single transfers occur repeatedly as long
as triggers are being provided, or CHREQ is set. Each time a trigger occurs or CHREQ is set,
DMACNTn is decremented. In this case, however, the channel is not disabled when DMACNTn
reaches 0000h. Instead, the original value of DMACNTn is reloaded; if RELOAD = 1, the original
values of DMASRCn and DMADSTn are also reloaded. The entire cycle then starts again on the
next trigger. To end the sequence, the channel must be disabled by clearing the CHEN bit in
software. 

Example 54-2 shows a typical code sequence for a Repeated One-Shot transfer.

Example 54-2: Code for Repeated One-Shot Transfer (Memory to Memory, RELOAD= 1)
unsigned short int Array1[50];
unsigned short int Array2[50];
int i;
void test(void);

int main()
{

for (i=0;i<50;i++)
{

Array1[i]=i+1; //fill with i+1
Array2[i]=0; //fill with 0

}

DMACONbits.DMAEN=1;
DMACONbits.PRSSEL=1;
DMAH=0x5000; //set lower and upper address limit
DMAL=0x850;
DMASRC0=(unsigned short int)& Array1; //load the source address
DMADST0=(unsigned short int)& Array2; //load destination address
DMACNT0=4;
DMACH0=0;
DMACH0bits.SAMODE=1; //Source address increment mode
DMACH0bits.DAMODE=1; //Destination address increment mode
DMACH0bits.TRMODE=1; //Transfer mode Repeat One-Shot
DMACH0bits.RELOAD=1; //Reload Source/Destination address 
DMACH0bits.CHEN=1; //Channel enable

IFS0bits.DMA0IF=0;
while(1)
{

DMACH0bits.CHREQ=1; //First trigger
while(DMACH0bits.CHREQ);

DMACH0bits.CHREQ=1; //Second trigger
while(DMACH0bits.CHREQ)

DMACH0bits.CHREQ=1; //Third trigger 
while(DMACH0bits.CHREQ); //HALFIF=1 since DMACNT is in 

//half way point
DMACH0bits.CHREQ=1; //Fourth trigger DMACNT=0 

//and transfer complete
while(DMACH0bits.CHREQ); //DMACNT reloaded to 4, DMA0IF=1, 

//Since RELOAD=1, DMASRC0/DMADST0 
//are reloaded

while(!IFS0bits.DMA0IF);
DMAINT0bits.DONEIF=0; //Clear DONEIF and HALIF flag
DMAINT0bits.HALFIF=0;
IFS0bits.DMA0IF=0;

}
}
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54.3.4.4 CONTINUOUS MODE

In Continuous mode (TRMODE<1:0> = 10), a single trigger starts a sequence of back-to-back
transfers; these continue with each transfer decrementing DMACNTn until it reaches 0000h. At
this point, like One-Shot mode, the channel is disabled.

One-Shot and Continuous modes are similar, in that each mode performs a certain number of
transfers for one time. The difference is that One-Shot mode requires a trigger for each transfer,
while Continuous mode allows many transfers for each trigger. In addition, DMACNTn is
controlled by the number of individual transactions, not the number of triggers.

Example 54-3 shows a typical code sequence for a Continuous transfer.

Example 54-3: Code for Continuous Transfer 
unsigned short int Array1[100];
unsigned short int Array2[100];
int i;
void test(void);

int main()
{

for (i=0;i<100;i++)
{

Array1[i]=i+1; //fill with i+1
Array2[i]=0; //fill with 0

}

DMACONbits.DMAEN=1;
DMACONbits.PRSSEL=1;
DMAH=0x5000; //set lower and upper address limit
DMAL=0x850;
DMASRC0=(unsigned short int)& Array1; // load the source address
DMADST0=(unsigned short int)& Array2; // load destination address
DMACNT0=100;
DMACH0=0;
DMACH0bits.SAMODE=1; //Source address increment mode
DMACH0bits.DAMODE=1;    //Destination address increment mode
DMACH0bits.TRMODE=2; //Transfer mode Continous
DMACH0bits.CHEN=1; //Channel enable

IFS0bits.DMA0IF=0;
DMACH0bits.CHREQ=1; //Enable the transfter by software trigger

while(!DMAINT0bits.HALFIF); //HALFIF=1 is set when 
//DMACNT0 reaches halfway

while(!IFS0bits.DMA0IF); //DONEIF=1;CHEN=0,DMA0IF=1 
//and 100 (DMACNTx=100)transfer complete 
//with one trigger

Nop();
Nop();
Nop();
IFS0bits.DMA0IF=0;
while(1);

}
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54.3.4.5 REPEATED CONTINUOUS MODE

Repeated Continuous mode (TRMODE<1:0> = 11) can be thought of as a combination of
Continuous and Repeated One-Shot modes; data transfers keep occurring as long as triggers
are provided, and multiple transfers can occur with each trigger. Like Continuous mode, each
transfer decrements DMACNTn. When it reaches 0000h, the address and count registers are
reloaded, and the process is repeated.

Like Continuous mode, ending the sequence requires disabling the channel, either by disabling
the trigger source, or clearing the CHEN bit in software.

Example 54-4 shows a typical code sequence for a Repeated Continuous mode transfer.

Example 54-4: Code for Continuous Transfer (Memory to Memory, RELOAD = 1)

unsigned short int Array1[100];
unsigned short int Array2[100];
int i;

int main()
{

ANSA=0;
TRISA=0;
LATA=0x70;

for (i=0;i<100;i++)
{

Array1[i]=i+1; //fill with i+1
Array2[i]=0; //fill with 0

}

DMACONbits.DMAEN=1;
DMACONbits.PRSSEL=1;
DMAH=0x5000; //set lower and upper address limit
DMAL=0x850;
DMASRC0=(unsigned short int)& Array1; // load the source address
DMADST0=(unsigned short int)& Array2; // load destination address
DMACNT0=100; // 100 Transaction per trigger
DMACH0=0;
DMACH0bits.SAMODE=1; //Source address increment mode
DMACH0bits.DAMODE=1; //Destination address increment mode
DMACH0bits.TRMODE=3; //Transfer mode Repeat continous
DMACH0bits.RELOAD=1;   //Reload Source and Destination Address
DMACH0bits.CHEN=1; //Channel enable

IFS0bits.DMA0IF=0;
while(1)
{

DMACH0bits.CHREQ=1;//TIGGER 
while(!IFS0bits.DMA0IF);
for (i=0;i<100;i++) //Clear the Destination  Memory
{

Array2[i]=0; //fill with 0
}
IFS0bits.DMA0IF=0;
PORTAbits.RA0=0;
DMAINT0bits.DONEIF=0;
DMAINT0bits.HALFIF=0;

}
}
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54.3.4.6 ADDRESS AND COUNT RELOAD

Although the Repeated modes explicitly include it, all of the transfer modes allow the automatic
re-use of the initial Source and Destination addresses and transaction counts for multiple
operations. Setting the RELOAD bit (DMACHn<9>) allows the values of DMASRCn, DMADSTn
and DMACNTn to be restored for the next DMA operation. This causes the registers to be
reloaded in One-Shot and Continuous modes after a transfer operation is complete and the
channel is re-enabled. Address and transaction count reloading is automatic in Repeated
One-Shot and Repeated Continuous modes.

DMACNTn also has its value reloaded after it has been decremented to 0000h, regardless of the
setting of the RELOAD or TRMODE bits. The only exception is if the channel is stopped in
mid-operation and restarted later.

Table 54-3 shows the effect of RELOAD on DMASRCn, DMADSTn and DMACNTn for the data
dransfer modes. 

Table 54-3: RELOAD Bit and Data Transfer Modes

54.3.5 Addressing Modes

Following each transfer, the DMASRCn and DMADSTn registers may be automatically updated
by the channel. This potentially allows the channel to move data between multiple locations
without the need for user intervention. Automatic address updating is controlled by the SAMODE
and DAMODE bits (DMACNn<7,6> and <5,4>).

The combination of the different address update options (fixed, increment, decrement, or
external index) provide five supported addressing modes:

• Fixed to Fixed

• Fixed to Block

• Block to Fixed

• Block to Block

• Peripheral Indirect Addressing (select devices only)

Table 54-4 shows the address modes and the various SAMODE and DAMODE combinations.

Table 54-4: Configurations for DMA Addressing Modes

RELOAD bit DMACHn<2> DMASRCn DMADSTn DMACNTn

1 x Reloaded Reloaded Reloaded

0 0 Not Reloaded Not Reloaded Reloaded(1)

0 0 Not Reloaded Not Reloaded Not Reloaded

Note 1: The reload only happens after DMACNTn has decremented to zero. No reload 
occurs if the channel is stopped and later resumed.

Mode SAMODE<1:0> DAMODE<1:0>

Fixed to Fixed 00 00

Fixed to Block (Address Increment) 00 01

Fixed to Block (Address decrement) 00 10

Block to Fixed (Address Increment) 01 00

Block to Fixed (Address decrement) 10 00

Block to Block (Address Increment) 01 01

Block to Block (Address decrement) 10 10

Peripheral Index addressing 11 11

Note 1: The Increment and decrement of the address will be based on the SIZE value.
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54.3.5.1 FIXED TO FIXED

Fixed to Fixed mode is set by configuring SAMODE<1:0> and DAMODE<1:0> to ‘00’. In this
mode, the Source and Destination address remain the same after each transaction. This mode
is suited for One-Shot transfers of a single byte or word of data between two fixed addresses.

54.3.5.2 FIXED TO BLOCK

In Fixed to Block mode, the Source Address remains unchanged throughout the transfer, but the
Destination address is incremented or decremented (depending on the DAMODE setting). This
works well for receiving data from the single-word buffer of a serial communication peripheral,
and filling a block of addresses designated as a buffer.

Example 54-5 (page 19) shows sample code for Fixed to Block addressing. The Source address
(UART Receive) interrupts when the UART buffer is full with four bytes; the UART Receive
interrupt (U2RIF) will trigger the transfer.

54.3.5.3 BLOCK TO FIXED

In Block to Fixed mode, the Source address is incremented or decremented throughout the
transfer (depending on the SAMODE setting) while the Destination address remains unchanged.
This is well-suited for moving a packet of data to be transmitted into the single-word transmit
buffer of a serial communication peripheral.

54.3.5.4 BLOCK TO BLOCK

In Block to Block mode, both the Source and Destination addresses increment or decrement
(depending on the SAMODE and DAMODE setting) throughout the transfer. This mode is useful
for copying a block of data from one part of the data RAM to another.
DS39742B-page 54-18 © 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc.
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Example 54-5: Code for Fixed to Block Continuous Transfer (Peripheral to Memory)

void UartInit(void);
unsigned char Array2[100];
int i;
void test(void);

int main()
{

UartInit();
for (i=0;i<100;i++)
{

Array2[i]=0; //fill with 0
}
DMACONbits.DMAEN=1;
DMACONbits.PRSSEL=1;
DMAH=0x5000; //set lower and upper address limit
DMAL=0x850;
DMASRC0=(unsigned int)&U2RXREG;
DMADST0=(unsigned short int)& Array2; // load destination address
DMACNT0=4; //When the Uart buffer is full 4 , 

//do a interrupt and transfer 4 bytes
DMACH0=0;
DMACH0bits.BYTE=1;
DMACH0bits.SAMODE=0; //Source address increment mode, 

//do not increment
DMACH0bits.DAMODE=1;    //Destination address increment mode, 

//increment 1
DMACH0bits.TRMODE=2;   //Transfer mode Continous 
DMAINT0bits.CHSEL=33;   //Trigger on UART2 Receive
DMACH0bits.CHEN=1; //Channel enable
IFS0bits.DMA0IF=0;
while(!IFS0bits.DMA0IF); //DONEIF=1;CHEN=0,DMA0IF=1 and 

//transfer complete with one trigger
IFS0bits.DMA0IF=0;
while(1);

}
void UartInit(void)
{

TRISFbits.TRISF5=0;
TRISFbits.TRISF4=1;
__builtin_write_OSCCONL(OSCCON & 0xBF);
RPINR19bits.U2RXR = 10; //RF4 U2RX
RPOR8bits.RP17R = 5; //RF4 T2TX
__builtin_write_OSCCONL(OSCCON | 0x40);
U2BRG =  100;//BAUDRATEREG2;
U2MODE =  0;
U2MODEbits.BRGH =  1;
U2STA =  0;
U2STAbits.URXISEL=3; //Interrupt after 4 transfers
U2MODEbits.UARTEN =  1;
U2MODEbits.PDSEL1= 0;  
U2MODEbits.PDSEL0= 0;  
U2STAbits.UTXEN =  1;
IFS1bits.U2RXIF =  0;

}
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54.3.5.5 PERIPHERAL INDIRECT ADDRESSING

Peripheral Indirect Addressing (PIA) is a special auto-incrementing mode for the transfer of data
to and from a multilevel peripheral buffer. This mode is only available for specific peripherals
designed with its use in mind. Refer to the specific device data sheet to verify if it possesses
PIA-capable peripherals.

PIA mode is enabled when either SAMODE or DAMODE are set to ‘11’. When selected, the
PIA-enabled peripheral generates a short indirect address (IA) (size defined by the peripheral)
to the DMA channel. The IA is logically ORed with either the contents of DMASRCn and/or
DMADSTn to define a specific address for the peripheral inside the DMA address space. If
SAMODE<1:0> = 11, DMASRCn is used as the base address for the actual source address in
the transfer. Similarly, if DAMODE<1:0> = 11, DMADSTn is used as the base destination
address. 

The peripheral manages the IA, incrementing or decrementing it as the peripheral directs. This
generates a limited-size, and generally circular, buffer within the DMA address space. For
example, a 4-bit IA provided by the peripheral will be able to access a 16-byte buffer, starting at
the address defined by the contents of DMASRCn or DMADSTn. Buffers, therefore, cannot cross
the boundaries by the DMASRC or DMADST register and the maximum PA value, and will
always wrap accordingly. 

Note that the actual indirect source and destination addresses to be read from and written to are
not stored in DMASRCn or DMADSTn, or in any other register. To ensure the full range of
address values, the user must be sure the Least Significant bits (LSb) of the source or destination
registers corresponding to the PIA are always ‘0’s.

Figure 54-5 shows how PIA mode uses DMASRC and DMADST to create the actual source and
destination addresses. In this instance, DMASRC contains a base source address of 0500h,
while DMADST contains a base address of 1500h. Note that these addresses are arbitrary; in
real applications, PIA mode permits any type of data transfer between peripherals and memory.

Figure 54-5: Source and Destination Address Calculation in Peripheral Indirect Addressing
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54.3.6 Null Write Mode

By default, DMA transfer operate in only one direction: from the Source address to the
Destination address. However, some communication protocols require symmetrical buffer
accesses; that is, for every read operation performed on a buffer, there must be an
accompanying writer operation. An example of this requirement occurs with the SPI module
operating in Master mode.

The Null Write mode is designed to satisfy this requirement. This mode works by transferring data
from the address in DMASRC to the address in DMADST, like any other DMA operation. Once
this is done, however, the transferred data that is still stored in DMABUF is written back to the
address specified by DMASRC. The writeback occurs before the DMA proceeds to its next
transfer. A typical example of this is shown in Figure 54-6.

Null Write mode is enabled by setting the NULLW bit (DMACHn<15>).

Figure 54-6: Null Write Mode Transfer (Peripheral-to-Memory Example)
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54.4  CHANNEL PRIORITY AND PRIORITY SCHEMES

While DMA channels can function independently to service different peripherals at the same
time, they are still limited by the presence of a single DMA data bus and a single data channel to
RAM. When two or more channels request the DMA controller to handle a data transfer at the
same time, the controller arbitrates the requests and decides which channel receives priority. The
controller uses two defined arbitration schemes to assign channel priority: Fixed, and
Round-Robin. The PRSSEL bit (DMACON<0>) determines the scheme to be used.

In the Round-Robin scheme (DMACON<0> = 1), the controller starts by giving Channel 0
preference in any data transfer conflicts. For each successive transfer conflict, the next higher
channel receives preference, continuing as a cycle through all the channels. If the channel that
has priority does not make a request at that time, it is skipped for the next channel in the cycle. 

As an example, if Channels 0, 1 and 2 all simultaneously request a data transfer, Channel 0 is
serviced; Channels 1 and 2 are then serviced in that order. During the next service request, any
request from Channel 1 will receive preference; Channel 2 will receive preference in the following
round. Any subsequent transfer requests from Channel 0 will be ignored until all the other
channels have received priority once. Typical examples of Round-Robin arbitration are shown in
Table 54-5.

Table 54-5: Examples of Channel Access Using Round-Robin Priority Scheme

In contrast, the Fixed scheme (DMACON<0> = 0) always gives priority to the lowest requesting
channel number. Using the previous example, if there are several sequential transfer requests
involving Channel 0, Channel 0 will always receive preference over other channels. The Fixed
priority scheme is the default. Typical examples are shown in Table 54-6.

Table 54-6: Examples of Channel Access Using Fixed Priority Scheme

Requesting DMA Channel(s)
Channel Granted Priority

0 1 2 3

none

X CH1

X X X CH2

X X CH0

X X CH1

X X X CH3

X X CH0

Requesting DMA Channel(s)
Channel Granted Priority

0 1 2 3

none

X CH1

X X X CH0

X X CH0

X CH1

X X CH1

X CH3
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54.5  DMA INTERRUPTS

Each DMA channel has its own set of five interrupt flags, used to indicate a range of conditions
during and following data transfers. Setting any of these flags with an interrupt event causes the
device-level DMA channel interrupt flag (DMAnIF) to be set. With one exception, these flags are
always enabled and not configurable. The DMAnIE bits, located in the IECx interrupt registers,
will determine if a device-level interrupt is actually generated.

Since any of the DMA channel’s individual event flags can trigger a device-level interrupt for the
channel, the user must include a method within the ISR to determine which flag triggered the
interrupt.

54.5.1 DMA Completion Interrupt

The DONEIF bit (DMAINTn<5>) indicates the completion status of the last DMA operation. It is
automatically set when DMACNTn decrements to 0000h in the course of a One-Shot or
Continuous DMA transaction.

By also examining the corresponding CHEN bit (DMACHn<x>), it is possible to gain additional
information on the status of the previous and current transactions.The possible interpretations
are shown in Table 54-7. 

Note that DONEIF remains cleared (= 0) when any Repeated Transfer modes are being used.
This is because the address registers and transaction counters automatically reload and the
transaction automatically repeats when DMACNTn decrements to 0000h. Repeated mode
transfers must be terminated in software by clearing CHREQ.

Table 54-7: DMA Transaction Status

54.5.2 DMA Halfway Point Interrupt

The HALFIF interrupt flag (DMAINn<4>) is an optional interrupt that indicates that the DMACNTn
register is at the halfway point between its original programmed value and 0000h. This can be
used with the DONEIF interrupt to monitor the progress of the DMA transfer.

When enabled, HALFIF is set only when DMACNTn reaches the halfway mark, but not thereafter.
This results in a non-persistent interrupt. In Repeated modes, the DMA controller attempts to set
HALFIF every time DMACNTn reaches the halfway point, whether or not the bit has been
cleared. It is the user’s responsibility to clear the bit after it has been set.

Unlike the other DMA interrupts, the HALFIF interrupt must be enabled. The HALFEN bit
(DMAINTn<0>) enables the halfway point interrupt. 

54.5.3 Overrun Interrupt

When a DMA channel receives a trigger while its CHREQ bit is already set (either by software or
another hardware trigger), an Overrun condition occurs. This condition indicates that the channel
is being requested before its current transaction is finished. This implies that the active channel
may not be able to keep up with the demands from the peripheral module being serviced, which
may result in data loss. An Overrun condition causes the OVRUNIF flag (DMAINn<3>) to be set.

Note that the OVRUNIF flag being set does not cause the current DMA operation to terminate.
Therefore, the channel for which OVRUNIF is set does not need to be the active channel. 

Setting the priority scheme correctly also helps to avoid overrun errors. For example, if one of the
channels operates more frequently, a fixed priority scheme with that as the channel will help to
reduce overrun interrupt.

Bit Status
DMA Transaction Status

DONEIF CHEN

0 0 Previous transaction ended without completion

0 1 Current transaction is not yet complete

1 0 Previous transaction ended without completion

1 1 Previous transaction ended with completion
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54.5.4 DMA Address Limit Interrupts

The HIGHIF and LOWIF flags (DMAINTn<7,6>) indicate that a DMA operation has crossed the
data RAM address boundaries set by the DMAH and DMAL registers. The flag is set on any
operation that attempts to read data from, or write data to, an address outside of the DMA
boundaries. An address limit interrupt also immediately terminates any DMA transaction in
progress.

54.6  EXAMPLES OF DMA OPERATIONS

54.6.1 Basic Setup

To set up a DMA channel for any data transfer:

1. Enable the DMA Controller (DMAEN = 1), and select an appropriate channel priority
scheme by setting or clearing PRSSEL.

2. Program DMAH and DMAL with appropriate upper and lower address boundaries for data
RAM operations.

3. Select the DMA channel to be used and disable its operation (CHEN = 0).

4. Program the appropriate Source and Destination addresses for the transaction into the
channel’s DMASRCn and DMADSTn registers. For PIA mode addressing, use the base
address value.

5. Program the DMACNTn register for the number of triggers per transfer (One-Shot or
Continuous modes), or the number of words (bytes) to be transferred (Repeated modes).

6. Set or clear the SIZE bit to select the data size.

7. Program the TRMODE bits to select the data transfer mode.

8. Program the SAMODE and DAMODE bits to select the addressing mode.

9. Enable the DMA channel by setting CHEN.

10. Enable the trigger source interrupt.

54.6.2 Standard Operation (Data Transfer)

A basic example of using the DMA Controller is moving a constant stream of data from a serial
communication channel such as a UART, and buffering it in a location in data RAM until the CPU
can process it. In this example, DMA0 is used to service the UART. It is configured as follows:

• DMA0 is configured to use the UART’s receive interrupt as a trigger.

• DMA0 is programmed to use a single source address; to auto-increment the destination 
address; and to use Repeated One-Shot Data Transfer mode.

• DMASRC0 is programmed with the address of the UART’s receive buffer; DMADST0 is 
programmed with an address in data RAM.

• DMACNT0 is programmed with 0015h.

In this configuration, the sequence of events is as follows:

1. When the UART triggers a receive interrupt, DMA0 transfers the data from the buffer to a
data RAM location.

2. After the transfer, the destination address is incremented.

3. After 16 interrupts, DMACNT0 is decremented to 0000h. Because this is a Repeated
mode transfer, the original values of DMADST0 and DMACNT0 are reloaded, and the
cycle repeats.

This process allows the CPU to perform other tasks than buffering incoming serial data, and
processes the data when it has the time. Because the DMA is overwriting the same 16 locations
in memory, it is assumed that the CPU will be able to retrieve the fresh data first.
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54.6.3 Nested Operation (Wait-State Generation)

DMA channels may be nested, using one channel to trigger another in performing a data transfer.
When one of the microcontroller’s general purpose timers is included, it becomes possible to
generate a fixed delay between a service request and the data transfer.

In this case, DMA0 and DMA1 are used to service a UART after a forced wait state. DMA
channels 0 and 1 are pre-configured as follows:

• DMA channel 0 is configured to use the UART’s receive interrupt as a trigger. 

• DMASRC0 is programmed with an address in data RAM; DMADST0 is programmed with 
the address of the T0CON register.

• DMA channel 1 is configured to use Timer0’s interrupt as a trigger. 

• DMASRC1 is programmed with the address of the UART’s receive buffer; DMADST is 
programmed for the address of a destination in data RAM.

The sequence of events is as follows:

1. When the UART sends an interrupt, DMA0 transfers data into Timer0’s control register.

2. This causes Timer0 to count down once for a fixed interval (the wait state), then generate
an interrupt.

3. When Timer0 sends its interrupt, DMA1 is triggered, and transfers data from the UART to
data RAM.

Note that in this case, neither DMA channel was servicing the module from which it received its
trigger.

54.6.4 Cascaded Operation (SPI Duplex Servicing)

Another method is to cascade two DMA channels together, allowing one to perform part of a
function and then trigger a second channel to perform the other part. A good example is an SPI
module operating in Slave mode. Using two cascaded DMA channels allows automatic duplex
operation, alternately receiving and sending data without the CPU’s intervention.

DMA0 (the Read Channel) and DMA1 (the Write Channel) are configured as follows:

• DMA0 is configured to use the SPI’s transfer interrupt as the trigger; for Repeated 
One-Shot transfers; for a fixed source address, and a fixed destination address

• DMASCR0 is programmed with the address of SPIBUF, while DMADST0 is programmed 
with a destination address in data RAM

• DMACNT0 is programmed with 0001h (its default)

• DMA1 is configured to use the DMA0 interrupt as the trigger; for Repeated One-Shot 
transfers; and for fixed source and destination addresses

• DMASCR1 is programmed with a data source address in data RAM, while DMADST1 is 
programmed with the address of SPIBUF

• DMACNT1 is programmed with 0001h

The sequence of events is as follows:

1. When the SPI receives data, it causes an SPI transfer interrupt.

2. This triggers DMA0 to transfer the data from the SPI buffer into RAM; at the completion of
the transfer, the DMA0 interrupt is triggered.

3. The DMA0 interrupt triggers DMA1 to move data out of the data RAM location into
SPIBUF to be transmitted. The process ends at this point.

For simplicity, this example moves one word of data in and out of the SPI. By changing SAMODE
and DAMODE for DMA0 and DMA1 respectively, and using different values for DMACNT, it is
also possible to create mutli-word buffers for larger duplex transactions.
© 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc. DS39742B-page 54-25
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54.7  OPERATION DURING SLEEP AND IDLE MODES 

Although the DMA controller can be thought of as an extension of the CPU, it is treated as a
peripheral when it comes to power-saving operations. Like other peripherals, the DMA controller
also uses Peripheral Module Disable bits to further tailor its operation in low-power states.

54.7.1 Idle Mode

The DMA Controller does not support operation in Idle mode. Transactions in progress when Idle
mode is invoked will be aborted.

If use of the DMA Controller is not optional, alternate strategies to reduce power consumption
are available. For example, executing NOP instructions while the DMA Controller transfers data
effectively powers down the program memory array, allowing for a significant power reduction.
Other strategies may be available.

54.7.2 Sleep Mode

When the device enters Sleep mode, all clock sources to the module are shut down and stay at
logic ‘0’. Any transfers in progress are aborted. The controller will not resume any partially
completed transactions on exiting from Sleep mode.

Register contents are not affected by the device entering or leaving Sleep mode. It is
recommended that DMA transactions be allowed to finish before entering Sleep mode.

54.7.3 Deep Sleep Modes

When the device enters any of the Deep Sleep modes, all clock sources to the DMA Controller
are shut down. Any transfers in progress when a Deep Sleep mode is invoked are aborted. The
controller will not resume any partially completed transactions on exiting from Deep Sleep mode.

In addition, register contents are affected when the device enters or exits Deep Sleep mode. The
DMA Controller will need to be re-enabled.

It is recommended that DMA transactions be allowed to finish before entering any Deep Sleep
mode.

54.7.4 VBAT Modes

The DMA Controller does not function whenever there is a loss of VDD; this includes VBAT modes.
Any transfers in progress when VDD is lost are aborted.

In addition, register contents are affected whenever VDD is lost. The DMA Controller will need to
be re-enabled.

54.7.5 Peripheral Module Disable (PMD) Register

The Peripheral Module Disable (PMD) registers provide a method to disable DMA channels by
stopping all clock sources supplied to that channel. For efficient usage, each DMA PMD bit
controls a block of up to four channels; for example, DMA0MD disables channels 0 through 3,
DMA1MD disables channels 4 through 7, and so on. Setting a DMA PMD bit disables all
channels in that block. 

When all channels are disabled via their corresponding PMD control bits, the DMA controller is
in a minimum power consumption state. The module-level registers (DMACON, DMABUF,
DMAH and DMAL) remain active. However, the Control and STATUS registers associated with
any disabled channels will be disabled, so writes to those registers will have no effect and read
values will be invalid.

54.8  EFFECTS OF A RESET

A device Reset forces all registers to their Reset state. This forces the DMA controller and all
channels to be turned off and any transfers in progress to be aborted. All buffer and address
registers are initialized to 0000h. 
DS39742B-page 54-26 © 2011-2012 Microchip Technology Inc.
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4.9  REGISTER MAP

A summary of the registers associated with the PIC24F DMA Controller is provided in Table

able 54-8: DMA Register Map

File Name Bit 15 Bit 14 Bit 13 Bit 12 Bit 11 Bit 10 Bit 9 Bit 8 Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4

DMACON DMAEN — — — — — — — — — — —

DMABUF DMA Data Buffer

DMAL DMA High Limit Address

DMAH DMA Low Limit Address

DMACH0 — — — — — NULLW RELOAD CHREQ SAMODE1 SAMODE0 DAMODE1 DAMODE0

DMAINT0 DBUFWF — — CHSEL4 CHSEL3 CHSEL2 CHSEL1 CHSEL0 HIGHIF LOWIF DONEIF HALFIF

DMASRC0 Channel 0 Source Address

DMADST0 Channel 0 Destination Address

DMACNT0 Channel 0 Transaction Count

DMACH1 — — — — — NULLW RELOAD CHREQ SAMODE1 SAMODE0 DAMODE1 DAMODE0

DMAINT1 DBUFWF — — CHSEL4 CHSEL3 CHSEL2 CHSEL1 CHSEL0 HIGHIF LOWIF DONEIF HALFIF

DMASRC1 Channel 1 Source Address

DMADST1 Channel 1 Destination Address

DMACNT1 Channel 1 Transaction Count

•
•
•

•
•
•

DMACHn(1) — — — — — NULLW RELOAD CHREQ SAMODE1 SAMODE0 DAMODE1 DAMODE0

DMAINTn(1) DBUFWF — — CHSEL4 CHSEL3 CHSEL2 CHSEL1 CHSEL0 HIGHIF LOWIF DONEIF HALFIF

DMASRCn(1) Channel n Source Address

DMADSTn(1) Channel n Destination Address

DMACNTn(1) Channel n Transaction Count

Legend: x = unknown value on Reset, — = unimplemented, read as ‘0’. Reset values are shown in hexadecimal.

Note 1: The number of available DMA channels is device dependent. Refer to the specific device data sheet for the exact number of DMA channels imp
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54.10  RELATED APPLICATION NOTES

This section lists application notes that are related to this section of the manual. These
application notes may not be written specifically for the PIC24 Product Family, but the concepts
are pertinent and could be used with modification and possible limitations. The current
application notes related to the Direct Memory Access Controller (DMA) are:

Title  Application Note #

Note: Please visit the Microchip web site (www.microchip.com) for additional Application
Notes and code examples for the PIC24 Family of devices.
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54.11  REVISION HISTORY

Revision A (February 2011)

Original version of this chapter.

Revision B (October 2012)

Adds code examples Example 1-1 through Example 1-4 to demonstrate each of the transfer
modes.

Adds Example 1-5 to demonstrate Fixed to Block addressing.

Other minor typographic corrections.
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